DAØCW/p 10.september 2013 DLFF-172
Nature-Reserve Tennenloher Forst

The Nature-Reserve Tennenloher Forst is located near the city of Erlangen, closed to Nürnberg. The
area of 934 ha is part of the big Nürnberg wooden area. After world war II it was used by the US-army
as military-area. 1994 it was elected as Nature-Reserve IUCN class IV. It´s one of the biggest sandecosystems in southern Germany. It contains 1600 different animals and plants. Destination is to keep
a lot of open areas cause some of the populating animals need this to survive. To realize this since 10
years there is a large number of wild living Przewalski-horses who grazing the area free and avoid the
totally closing of the areas by bushes.

I made the proposal to take up Tennenloher Forst in the DLFF-listing in 2012 where the first extension
with Nature-Reserves happened. Similar like with the second-area around Nürnberg DLFF-175 at first
there was no activity at all. Later the year then the first small log for a portable-operation appeared.
One year later the second one arrived however both together included just 15 contacts. So DLFF-172
was from all activated DLFF-areas the rarest one, just filling the needs of 0,04 percent of the active
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WWFF-hunters.
W
When I was on a short holiday-trip to NatureW
Park Altmühltal I decided to give the area a
P
sshort visit on the return-way. However weatther was terrible on this day. We were more
sswimming home than driving home. The weatther in Altmühltal also brought up to the deccision to drive home earlier than originally
planned. So we arrived around 1100 UTC in
p
Tennenloher Forst and in extensive rainfalls
T
we build up the antenna much faster and bit
w
llower than usual because not so funny outsside.
Unfortunately around this time we missed a
U
llot of them which needed to be in work. After about 1,5 hours of operating-time with 140 contacts we built done again everything under extensive
rainfalls and were ready to swim back home on the fast-track which was as usually totally full in this
area. So not exactly what I had planned but anyway could raise the stations who worked DLFF-172 by 900
percent. So there is more than enough for the hams of Nürnberg to do, to keep the world with this multiplier supplied. So thanks to all who made it into the log for calling. Hope to work you from anywhere.
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Logs will be put in the online-database:
http://logsearch.wwff.co

All reports from previous activites can be found at:

http://www.qrz.com/db/da0cw

